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Abstract
Algorithms for video content compression have been developed
very fast during last years. But most of them are still lossy. This
fact leads to different artifacts appearing in compressed video due
to information losses. Objective metric for blocking artifacts
detection and a number of methods for blurring estimation are
proposed in this article. They can work without reference
(original) video and are rather simple for hardware
implementation. Such features of proposed algorithms allow to
use them in many areas of video processing: from quality control
for video broadcasting to high-quality adaptive deblocking
algorithms during video playback.
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1 Introduction
The task of video quality assessments often appears during digital
video processing. Quality degradation is a result of lossy
compression, losses during transmission over networks or
different mediums damages. Any artifacts estimation method
should take into account that the final video user is a human
being. This means that all video quality assessments methods
should be adjusted in accordance with human visual system
(HVS) [Nadenau et al, 2002]. But it is difficult to meet this
condition because of HVS extreme complexity
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The ideal solution could be to use people themselves for video
quality assessments [ITU, 2002]. Unfortunately, this approach is
not suitable in most cases because of time costs, economic
reasons, lack of repeatability. That is why more than two decades
objective metrics coordinated with HVS are being developed to
estimate video quality adequately [Xiao F., 2000][Wang Z et al,
2004].
All objective video quality metrics could be separated into two
groups: metrics, which use reference video, and metrics requires
only processed sequences. The main advantage of the former is
availability of information about original sequence, which
significantly increases possibilities of artifacts analysis. But often
it is not possible to transmit not only original video, but also any
information about it. In such situations these methods are
inapplicable.
Second group of methods are widely being used for video quality
control on client side during video broadcasting. It is not
necessary to transmit reference video, which simplifies
assessments workframe, but limits analysis possibilities and
decreases algorithms effectiveness.
One of the ways to fill up reference sequence absence is to use
information about possible artifacts types. For example, the only
source of artifacts in modern video compression standards such as
MPEG-4 ASP or MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 is quantization of
transform coefficient [Ghanbari, 2003] (in some cases not so
strong artifacts can appear during color spaces conversion).
Quantization can entail number of effects in encoded video, but
such information is enough for more effective quality
assessments.
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Methods described in this article are intended to estimate different
compression artifacts separately, not overall video quality. The
most noticeable of compression artifacts are blocking and blurring
effects. The former appear because of transform is applied
separately to video blocks instead of whole picture. The latter are
a consequence of information losses during the transform
coefficients quantization or appear after deblocking algorithms.
Early developed blurring [Marziliano et el, 2004] and blocking
metrics [Castango et el, 1996] [Castango et el, 1998] [Hwang Y.
et el, 2002] work only with predefined types of images or are
rather complex for hardware implementation. The proposed
metrics can be used in a wide range of application since they do
not use any information about original sequence. Moreover, the
proposed metrics are of rather low computational complexity and
can be easily implemented in hardware.

2 Blurring metric
Blurring effect is one of video compression artifacts. The main
source of this artifact is transform coefficients quantization during
encoding. High-frequency component of information suffers
during this process in the first place. In spite of low perceptibility
of HVS to high-frequency band, such artifacts are often visible to

video viewers. Another source of blurring effect is deblocking
algorithms. Trying to smooth colors along the block border, these
algorithms can smooth some object borders because of algorithms
mistakes. This leads to damaging of important, critical for HVS
border information.
Different methods to estimate blurring artifact were analyzed by
the authors. There were two fast algorithms, which contain only
few operations, and more complex method, producing better
results. These algorithms are described in this section: gradient
magnitude estimation, cosine of angle between planes and
Laplacian calculation.

2.1 Gradient magnitude
The first analyzed method to estimate picture smoothness was
calculation of brightness change in the neighborhood of current
pixel. Considering video frame as continuous function I(x,y), one
can calculate function gradient:

 ∂I ∂I 
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Magnitude of brightness change can be estimated as magnitude of
gradient:
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Difference derivations should be used instead of exact solution in
case of discrete picture. We used central difference derivation.
Formula below shows approximation of partial X derivative:

Vblurring = abs (C1 − C2 ) + abs ( D1 − D2 )

.

We can modify described methods to work both with and without
reference sequence. In the former case it is possible to calculate
the same values for reference pictures and then analyze difference
between them. This allows to estimate spatial areas where blurring
increase after compression and deblocking algorithms. Fig. 4,C
shows an example of described metric visualization using
reference video.

2.2 Cosine of angles between planes
The next method to estimate smoothness in a given pixel is to use
cosine of angle between perpendiculars to planes in adjacent
pixels (Fig. 2). Consider a picture as continuous brightness
function I(x,y). Consider plane Oxz. After projection
perpendiculars in points (x-1, y) and (x+1, y) to this plane, we will
get the following 2D vectors N1 and N2 (Fig. 3):
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Cosine of angle between N1 and N2 is

cos( N1 N 2 ) =

( N1 , N 2 )
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Additionally, following formula were used to approximate
gradient magnitude:

∇I =

∂I .
∂I
+
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Such approximation allows to avoid complex operation of square
root calculation and doesn’t decrease precision significantly. As a
result only four pixels, three adding and two modulus operation
are used to calculate metric value for each pixel (Fig. 1):
Vblurring = abs ( A1 − A2 ) + abs ( B1 − B2 ) .

Figure 2. Angles between perpendiculars in adjacent pixels.
The following formula express cosine value using right difference
derivation for point I(x-1,y) and left difference derivation for
point I(x+1,y):
Figure 1. Pixels, which are using to calculate metric’s value for
current pixel.

cos( N1 N 2 ) =

1 − (a − b1 ) ⋅ (a − b2 )

((a − b ) + 1)⋅ ((a − b ) + 1) ,
2
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To increase accuracy at diagonal edges, gradient magnitude
calculation for others directions can be used:
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where a, b1 and b2 are I(x,y) values in points (x,y), (x-1,y) and
(x+1,y) accordingly.
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The following formula can be used for discrete pictures:

The smaller the angle between vectors the smoother is the surface.
Cosine of the angle is good characteristic of picture smoothness
near a given point.

Laplacian is a good integral characteristic of brightness change
near a given point. But being second order characteristic,
Laplacian is not so stable for noisy images. Laplacian can produce
“double edges” effect, especially for smooth but large edges.
Using second difference derivation

∂2I
≈ I ( x − 1, y ) − 2 I ( x, y ) + I ( x + 1, y )
∂x 2

Figure 3. Projection to Oxy plane of perpendiculars to picture near
pixel (x,y).
It is possible to simplify cosine calculation in case of small angle
between perpendiculars using Taylor series:

cos( N1 N 2 ) = 1 − 2
b − b1
where p = 2
,
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As a result the number of operations for metric calculation using
this method decreases significantly. An example of results for this
algorithm is shown on Fig. 4,D.

2.3 Laplacian calculation
Laplacian of continuous two-dimensional function I(x,y) can be
calculated using the following formula:

∆I = ∇(∇I ) =

∂2I ∂2I
+
∂x 2 ∂y 2 .

we can obtain that Laplacian calculation is equal to convolution
with the following kernel

 0 1 0


1 − 4 1
 0 1 0
.

3x3 neighborhood is analyzed using this method. Filter kernel has
five points pattern and can be calculated very fast. At the same
time this method shows good results for wide range of images. An
example of results for this method is shown on Fig. 4,E.

2.4 Blurring metrics comparison
Examples of results for all described algorithms are shown on Fig.
4. Usage of gradient magnitude estimation after blurring areas
with sharp edges produces pixels with higher magnitude value.
This fact shows that magnitude estimation is not quite adequate
for those areas. Laplacian calculation produces artifacts, but our
studies show that they are not as strong as in case of gradient
method The cosine calculation is the best method to estimate
picture blurring, but it requires a bigger number of operations per
pixel.
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C
D
E
Figure 4. Examples of blurring metrics. A. Original frame. B. Processed frame with blurring and contrast increasing n different areas. C.
Gradient magnitude estimation. D. Cosine of angles calculation. E. Laplacian calculation.
Red color corresponds to smoothness increasing; green color corresponds to smoothness decreasing.

3 Blocking metric
3.1 Algorithm description
Most modern algorithms of video compression including MPEG2, MPEG-4 ASP, H.263, MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 and some others
divide each frame into blocks of predefined size. Motion
compensation technique is applied to each block after transform
of estimated residual. The purpose of transform is to reduce
dependencies between block’s pixels. Resulting coefficients are
quantizing and coding using lossless compression. Information
loss during quantization produces number of artifacts in
compressed video such as blocking effect, blurring effect, Gibbs
effect, etc.
Blocking effect appears because of separate blocks
transformation. Adjacent blocks distort independently, resulting in
big brightness differential at the blocks boundaries in decoded
sequences. This effect becomes stronger simultaneously with
increasing quantize coefficient (decreasing information after
quantization).
Visibility of blocking artifact is additionally connected with
features of HVS. It is well known that high-frequency artifacts
(including blocking) are better visible in smooth areas than in
high-detailed areas. This HVS feature was taken into account in
metric’s algorithm with the help of area contrast estimation.

Figure 5. Picture’s pixels, which are using for blocking metric
calculation in points V1[1] and V2[1].
Metric is calculated for pixels at boundaries of 8x8 blocks. The
metric value is the same for each two adjacent to blocks boundary
pixels (dark gray pixels at Fig. 5). That value depends on two
factors: magnitude of color difference at block’s boundary and
picture contrast near boundaries. The former is calculated using
the following expressions:
A = V0 − V1

B = V1 − V2
C = V2 − V3
A+ B
2
M = abs ( D[1] + D[2] + D[3]) .
D=C−

Consider lines produced by values of two pixels from each side of
block boundary. Each component of vector D is the difference
between prolongations of these lines to block boundary (Fig. 6).
So, geometric sense of vector D is the magnitude of color
difference at block’s boundary.

is near one in smooth areas and doesn’t influence on resulting
metric’s value. On the other hand, contrast coefficient is low for
contrast areas, which decrease resulting metrics value.

Figure 7. Shape of function W(x).
Resulting metric’s value Vblocking can be obtained by multiplying
color break value M and contrast coefficient WR:

Vblocking = M ⋅ WR

Figure 6. Geometric sense of D.
Contrast near block’s boundary is calculated using the following
formulas:
W1 = W (abs ( A[0]) + abs ( B[0]))
W2 = W (abs ( A[1]) + abs ( B[1]))
W3 = W (abs ( A[ 2]) + abs ( B[2]))
WR = (W1 + W3 ) ⋅ W2

.
The higher contrast value the lower is a contrast coefficient WR.
Such coefficient behavior achieved with the help of shape of
function W(x). Important feature of this function is slow
decreasing speed at low values of argument. Contrast coefficient

3.2 Results
“Battle” sequence (from film “Terminator 2”) is used to show
example of metric’s work. That sequence is rather complex to
compress because of very fast motion.
Part of decoded frame and blocking metric visualization are
shown on Fig. 8. It is easy to see that metric’s value is lower at
contrast areas comparing with areas without any details.

A
B
Figure 8. A. Decoded frame. B. Visualization of blocking metric (the brighter is point, the more
visible is blocking).

4 Testing of proposed metrics
Proposed metrics were used for MPEG-4 AVC/H.264 [JVT,
2003] codecs testing [VATOLIN et al, 2005]. Metrics values were
measured for more than 1100 video files, received after
compression of 7 different sequences at 10 bitrates.
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Figure. 9. Bitrate dependence of blurring metric for Y-PSNR. Red
horizontal line is blurring for original sequence.
Examples of blurring and blocking metric are shown accordingly
at Fig. 9 and at Fig. 10. “Foreman CIF” sequence was used to
create these graphs. Bitrate dependence of metrics values is shown
for different codecs. Horizontal red line is metric’s value for
original sequence.
Analysis of received data shows that proposed metrics are rather
adequate at different sequences and with different codes. Metrics
are monotonous relative to bitrate in most cases: blurring metric
values decrease and blocking values increase simultaneously with
bitrate growing.
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Figure 10. Bitrate dependence of blocking metric for Y-PSNR.
Red horizontal line is blocking for original sequence.

3 Conclusion
A number of metrics are described in this article. These metrics
estimate artifacts of modern video compression standard codecs.
Three metrics of blurring estimation and blocking metric were
developed and tested. All proposed metrics could work without
reference video and are rather simple for hardware
implementation. They could be used for real time video quality
measurements during broadcasting or as a part of high-quality
deblocking algorithms.
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